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The Ireland Medal
recipients from 2003 - 2011

AWARDED to an Irish person
or organisation or to a person of
Irish descent in recognition of an
exceptional contribution to saving
lives from drowning.
Telephone: +353 (0)86 8128671
E-mail: lifesavingfoundation@ireland.com / Web: www.lifesavingfoundation.ie

The Ireland Medal
recipients from 2003 - 2011
2011:
The 2011 Ireland Medal was awarded to
Professor Linda Quan, MD (USA) for her
work in the ﬁeld of drowning prevention and
resuscitation.

2010:
The 2010 Ireland Medal was awarded to Mrs.
Patricia Wilcox (South Africa) for her long and
dedicated service to the teaching of lifesaving
in Africa.

2009:
The 2009 Ireland Medal was awarded to
Dublin Fire Brigade for the many water rescues
performed by its river rescue service.

2008:
The 2008 Ireland Medal was awarded to Chief
Justice Terence Higgins (Australia) for his
promotion of lifesaving in Australia and in the
developing world.

2007:
The 2007 Ireland Medal was awarded to Foyle
Search and Rescue (Northern Ireland) for
their success in reducing the annual number
of drownings in the River Foyle from thirty to
three.

2006:
The 2006 Ireland Medal was awarded to Garda
Commissioner Eamonn Doherty for his work
with the Royal Life Saving Society, Ireland and
the reorganisation of air sea rescue.

2005:
The 2005 Ireland Medal was awarded to
Professor John Pearn, MD (Australia) for his
work in the ﬁeld of child drowning and water
safety.

2004:
The 2004 Ireland Medal was awarded to Cork
man, Surgeon Admiral Frank Golden for his
work on hyperthermia and sea survival.

2003:
The inaugural, 2003 Ireland Medal was
awarded to An Garda Síochána in recognition
of swimming rescues performed by serving
Irish police ofﬁcers.

The Lifesaving Foundation provides ﬁnancial and technical aid to lifesaving
organisations in the developing world and conducts research into water
safety and death by drowning in Ireland.

Ireland
India
Gambia

Sri Lanka
Tanzania
Kenya
Lesotho
Soweto

Uganda

South Africa

We have published a number of informative and advisory
leaﬂets on water safety.
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INSHORE HOLES are common. They are caused by wave
action and sometimes by beach users not filling in holes which
have been dug in the sand. The depth of the holes can vary.
Bathers should not run into the
sea or assume that the water depth
is uniform along the length of a
beach. Water should always be
entered in a slow and cautious
manner.
PERSONS SUPERVISING CHILDREN SHOULD BE
STANDING CLOSE TO THEM.

At the Beach
Outdoor swimming is one of our most popular recreational
activities. Emergencies occur because people of all ages often
over estimate their own capabilities. Sometimes we may spend
too much time in open water and our body temperature may
drop or we become tired and our ability to protect our safety is
diminished. Alcohol has been a contributory factor in many
swimming drownings.

Jellyfish
Avoid touching jellyfish with bare hands or bare feet, even if they
appear to be dead on the sand. Keep away from large floating
jellyfish as they can have long tentacles hidden under the water.
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Water Safety
on Holiday
from

THE IRISH LIFESAVING FOUNDATION

DANGEROUS ASSUMPTIONS

Being able to swim protects you from drowning.
- :: His older brother is minding him.
- :: It is safe to leave her by herself in the pool.
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 Don’t swim immediately after exercising
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There are enforced laws to make water sports safe.
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DON’TS
...
WATERCRAFT

Don’t swim
dirty
All watercraft
shouldinhave
a killwater
cord attached to the driver to automatically
stopNever
swim
alone
the engine
should
he/she fall into the water. Safety helmets should be
and instructions
giveneating
by the operator beforehand. Watercraft should be
worn
Never
swim after
in aswim
specially
zoneddrinking
area wherealcohol
swimming is prohibited.
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Never
after
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Children playing on a beach should always wear protective
footwear, hats and sunblock which is regularly renewed.

6. Consider booking a villa without its own pool if you have young
Lifesaving Founda
Irish
tion
children.
The
7. If you have young children and /or non-swimmers in your family avoid
‘accommodation allocated on arrival’ deals.
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Sun Protection

4. Check travel advice for your destination given by your government or
the World Health Organisation
5. Ask your travel sales representative questions about lifeguards and

The local
Irish
Lifesaving
watercraft
laws before makingFoundation
a firm booking.

inflatables
from
shoresports should bring their own PFDs if
families
intending away
to take part
in water
theyRemember
reduces
your
swimming
are not certainthat
on thiscold
point.water
Wet suits
alone are
not sufficient
as they do
ability
not keep the face of an unconscious person out of the water.
 Keep inflatables on a secured line
SPINAL
Keep
clearEvery
of surfboards
jet skis injure their spines
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of holidaymakers
withStay
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of the
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redasflag
is flying
serious
lifelong
consequences,
a result
of diving head first into a
shallow
Getpool.
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boards.
Always enter the water feet first from a sitting position.
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It is not safe to climb cliffs as surfaces
are often loose. People walking along the
shoreline should take care not to be cut
off by the incoming tide.
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DO’S . . . 
Equipment should be stored out of the sun when not in use; sand/salt should
 Swim on a lifeguarded beach
be rinsed off with fresh water regularly. If equipment
is damaged don’t use it.
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SAFETY
 Swim between the red and yellow flags.
All pools and beaches should have some basic safety equipment. Check out
 Learn about waves, currents and the tide
what equipment is available and where it is located. If equipment is missing or
faulty
Avoid
away
from theandlifeguarded
area
reportdrifting
it to the hotel
management
holiday company
representative.
 Swim across currents to safety
LIFEJACKETS
Check where
boards
and canoes
are used
(Personal
Floatation
Devices)
PFDsLeave
the water
if conditions
become
dangerous
may prevent
non-swimmers
from sinking
but they
do not drown-proof
the Beware
of ainrising
tide
- don’t
get stranded
wearer. People
the water
wearing
brightly
coloured PFDs are easy to see.
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tide which
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importantan
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UNDERTOW and BACKWASH often occur on steep beaches
or on split-level parts of a beach. Returning wave water can gain
great speed and force. Young children are at risk of falling over
and being swept out into deeper water. Parents should be aware
that the slope of a beach at the water’s edge changes continually
as the tide ebbs and floods.
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holidaydedicated
insurance
an air ambulance home
.life toincludes
both locally and worldwide.
ww Charity No. CHY15102
Tel:

should it be needed
b: wfor a seriously injured member of your family.
E-mail: lifesavingfoundation@ireland.com
We
www.lifesavingfoundation.ie
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Issued
by The IrishST.
Lifesaving
B.N.S.
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Close, NATIONAL
Lismore Lawn, Waterford
City, Ireland.
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Website: www.lifesavingfoundation.ie
WATERFORD
CITY
Reg. Chy. No. 15102
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855881

AlphaDP 051-855881

Membership of The Lifesaving Foundation is open to any person
interested in its work.
Details are available at www.lifesavingfoundation.ie.
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